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Introduction
I Non-invasive transverse beam profile monitor based on the reconstruction of vertices of inelastic
hadronic beam-gas interactions.
I Provide continuous emittance and beam profile measurement throughout the LHC accelerator cycle
(450 GeV to 7 TeV).
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I Consists of: a gas target, a forward tracking detector and computing resources dedicated to event
reconstruction.
I Transverse beam profiles inferred from density of reconstructed primary vertices of beam-gas
interactions.
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History – BGV demonstrator device
I Installed, commissioned and operated in LHC Run 2 [1].
scintillating ﬁbre modules

I Tracking detector based on scintillating
fibre stations (LHCb SciFi tracker).
secondaries

I Neon gas target of ≈ 1.8 m length and
10−7 mbar (interaction rate ≈200 kHz).
~2m

X
 Successful beam size measurements (200 – 800 µm) throughout the LHC cycle with required precision.
Bunch-by-bunch measurements.
X
 Measurements coherent with other beam size measuring devices.
 Reconstruction of beam-gas interaction vertices not possible → no beam profile measurement.
I Demonstrated the feasibility to use inelastic beam-gas interactions to measure the beam size, and
highlighted points that need improvement for a future design.
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Status & goals – new BGV design
I Simulation study to determine tracker and gas target requirements for a future device, within
boundary conditions provided by the feasibility of integrating it into the LHC, and fulfil specifications:
1. Measuring the beam size with an accuracy of < 5%.
2. Bunch-by-bunch measurements of the beam size with a precision of around 1 % and an integration
time of around 1 minute.
3. Measuring the transverse beam profile.
I spatial distribution of reconstructed vertices → deconvolute vertex
response → true beam profile.
I Precise knowledge of the vertex response is difficult to achieve →
desirable to keep it’s width – the vertex resolution – low relative
to beam width.
I Smallest transverse beam size ≈ 200 µm.
I Estimated vertex resolution needed . 140 µm
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I Design report in progress (deadline end of this year).
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Gas target system
I Gas target requirement for an unbiased beam profile measurement: Transverse gas density profile homogeneity,
over the time scale of ≈ 1 min (integration time).
I Gas target parameters impacting the performance:
I Gas species ⇒ number of tracks per event
I Pressure ⇒ interaction rate ⇒ number of events with sufficient number of tracks in a given time interval
2 gas target options were considered:
Gas injection system: (demonstrator target [2])
extended pressure bump: ∆z ≈ 1 − 2 m
10−7 mbar ⇒ 200 Hz inelastic interaction rate per bunch
⇒ decrease instrument complexity

no magnetic ﬁeld

Gas injection

Gas curtain target: BGC target [3]
localised pressure bump: ∆z ≈ few mm
⇒ similar interaction rate
⇒ easier identification of tracks from the interaction vertex,
from other particles backgrounds
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I Since the simulation study did not show any
showstoppers coming from an extended
pressure bump, the existing system is
favoured to decrease instrument complexity.

Tracking detector
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Gas tank design
I Re-design of the BGV gas chamber based on the demonstrator tank is currently ongoing, considering
performance needs, mechanical stability and integration requirements.
I A dedicated simulation study using CST Particle Studio has been performed to minimise the impedance of
the device for the final HL-LHC design [4].
I Possible maximum gas tank diameter: ≈130 mm (determines also size of first tracker layer).

I Downstream of the gas tank: reduced-diameter beam pipe (rinner, min = 22.5 mm).
I Tank material: stainless steel. Exit window material: aluminium alloy (AA2219), which has a lower X0 .
I Furthermore: structural analysis on the mechanical stability of the gas tank have been performed, with a
focus on the exit window of the gas tank and minimising its material budget.
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Simulation and performance study
Simulation & analysis pipeline for the BGV performance study:
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- In simulations:
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- Number of tracks: σ v ∝ 1/ N
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Beampipe:
- reduced radius beam pipe downstream.
Gas tank shape:
- Diameter D of tank - will determine size of tracker.
- Exit Window: angle and thickness.

Gas target:
- Width Δz? → technology.
- Gas type - Neon or higher mass.
- Pressure ↔ necessary rate

Tracking detector:
- Technology.
- Radiation levels.
- Position resolution.
- Material budget.
- Positioning, size.
- Number of tracking planes.
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Generic BGV setup for the performance study

Tracking detector

Gas target
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I Extended gas target: longitudinal spread of proton-neon
interactions simulated by uniformly distributing the vertices over 1
m along the z-direction.
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I Generic tracker: 3 layers of silicon, variable thickness (i.e.
material budget), size, separation, spatial resolution etc.
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number of tracks

I Size/coverage of first detector layer is determined
by size of the exit window of the tank and diameter of
reduced-radius beam pipe (23.4 mm < r < 65 mm).
I Very forward tracks (2 / eta / 4), track momenta
decrease with smaller pseudo-rapidity eta.
I Distance btw. vertices and first layer of detector,
which showed the highest average number of tracks
550 mm [4].
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First results of the generic BGV study
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vertex resolution vs distance between detector layers:
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see IBIC21 proceedings "The HL-LHC Beam Gas Vertex Monitor - Performance and Design Optimisation using Simulations",
to be published soon.
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A BGV tracker based on silicon hybrid pixel detectors?
I Started investigating the feasibility of a
tracker based on Timepix4 hybrid pixel
detectors, together with University of Oxford.
pictures by courtesy of Richard Plackett

Preliminary Geant4 geometry:
250 mm

250 mm

LHC beam

~250 mm
~190 mm
~130 mm

carbon ﬁbre support

timepix4 chip + silicon sensor
(~25 mm x ~30 mm)
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Summary & outlook

I The BGV is currently being redesigned for the HL-LHC.
I Impact of key design parameters on the device’s performance are investigated by an extensive
simulations study.
I Gas target – existing gas injection system favoured to decrease instruments complexity.
I BGV tracker – First results point towards the possibility of using a compact detector with a high position
resolution, like a Si hybrid pixel detector.
I Feasibility study of a timepix4 BGV is ongoing.
I Further work on detailed simulation model necessary to model vertex response of BGV system –
essential ingredient for the determination of true beam profile.

Thanks for your attention!
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Back up
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Beam profile and vertex resolution
I Assume: bunches with Gaussian x- and y- distribution. Known vertex resolution i.e. Gaussian distribution with σv .
I The measured beam distribution is a convolution of the "true" beam distribution and the vertex response.
I De-convolution of the measured beam distribution (Gaussian with σraw ) and extract the true beam distribution (Gaussian
with σbeam ).
q
2
2
2 − σ2 .
I σs of two convoluted Gaussians are related via: σraw
= σbeam
+ σv2 → σbeam = σraw
v
2
2
2
2
I Using error propagation, arrive at: σbeam
δσbeam
= σraw
δσraw
+ σv2 δσv2 .

I Assuming a negligible measurement uncertainty i.e. δσraw → 0.
I Arrive at:

δσbeam
σ 2 δσv
= 2v
σbeam
σbeam σv

I Estimate required vertex resolution:

δσbeam
σ 2 δσv
= 2v
σbeam
σbeam σv

I → Small σv relative to beam size σbeam .
I → Know σv precisely.
I For

δσbeam
σbeam

. 0.05 and

δσv
σv

. 0.1 → for σbeam = 200 µm, get: σv . 140 µm

back to slide

.
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Inelastic proton-nucleus
cross-section
σpA (E ) ≈ σpp (E ) · A 2/ 3
A – atomic mass
In the case of 20 Ne:
σpN e(450 GeV) = 243 mb
σpN e(7 TeV) = 295 mb

Cross Section (mb)

Inelastic interactions – cross section
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Location and space constraints
I Space reserved for BGV at Long Straight Section 4.
I One of the two future BGV devices is foreseen to be at the same location as the BGV demonstrator. The location of the
second device is not certain yet (large β and therefore beam size preferred).

nominal LHC
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reduced-radius for the beam pipe
holding the tracker:
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x
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Demonstrator tank
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Demonstrator gas injection system

left picture taken from M. Ferro-Luzzi (BGV presentations)
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Inelastic collision rate:
I The total rate of inelastic beam-gas collisions per proton bunch is calculated via:
inel ρ
Rinel = frev N σp-gas
gas ∆z
I where frev = 11245 Hz (revolution frequency of the bunches), N = 2.2 × 1011 [7] the nominal number of
inel the inelastic cross-section of the interaction (ranging from ≈240 mb to 300 mb
protons per bunch, σp-gas
between 450 GeV to 7 TeV), ρgas the gas density and ∆z the length of the gas in the direction of the beam.
I Protons at an energy of {450, 7000} GeV, a neon gas with a pressure of 10−7 mbar and ∆z = 1 m →
Rinel = {147, 184} Hz.
I Total, for 2760 bunches in the HL-LHC: {0.41, 0.51} × 106 Hz.
Event rates based on generic BGV (preliminary):
I Generic BGV: accept events with a number of tracks above 5. Of 500 000 simulated initial collisions with a
proton energy of {450, 7000} GeV, {69 %, 71.4 %} have a reconstructable vertex (at least 2 tracks
registered) whereas {7.96 %, 17.1 %} show ≥ 5 tracks.
I → inelastic rate per bunch of {11.7, 31.4} Hz of useful events. For the whole LHC train, this would result into
rates of {0.32, 0.87} × 105 Hz.
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Determination of vertex resolution
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Residual rx (Ntr = 5). Red line: fit with sum of two Gaussians. Green and blue dashed lines: core and tail Gaussians. Right: two-dimensional
histogram of the rx (Ntr ≥ 2) vs average total momentum of the tracks stemming from the vertex.

I Compute residuals ri = vi,fit − vi,true with i = {x, y , z}.
I Fit residuals with a sum of two Gaussians (core and tail Gaussian [8]) with widths σc and σt .
q
I The vertex resolution can then be calculated as the weighted average σv = fc σc2 + ft σ 2
t
I where fc and ft are core and tail fractions, calculated via: ft =
and σ the widths of the Gaussians.

p t σc
,
pc σc +pt σt

where p denotes the amplitudes
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Calculation of impact parameter resolution
I quality of measured track, which can be studied via the transverse impact parameter resolution of a single
2 = σ2
2
track calculated via [9] σIP
int,det + σMS , with the intrinsic detector contribution σint,det and the
multiple scattering σMS in the materials.
2

2

2

σres
σres 12N z0
I σ2
int,det = N+1 + N+1 N+2 L2 [10], where σres is the spatial resolution, N the number of detector layers, z0
the distance from the vertex to the centre of the detector and L its total length.
q
I Multiple scattering in the materials: σMS = d 2 θ2 , with the distance d from the scattering plane to the
0
vertex and the multiple scattering angle θ0 (see Ref. [11]).

L
track
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z
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FLUKA study, radiation environment at detector
binsize in r: 1 mm
binsize in phi: 1°

1 MeV n-eq. ﬂuence

y (cm)

cm-2
(log)
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y (cm)

FLUKA

GeV/g
(log)

y
x
x (cm)

x (cm)

I Determine the dose and 1 MeV Neutron equivalent fluence the BGV tracker needs to be able to withstand. Silicon
detector in Geant4 and FLUKA. ≈ 2 Mio. primaries (7 TeV), Argon gas target dz = 1cm, Si detector (d = 250 µm)
distance to source: 46 cm.
I Per collision:
I Dose: 4 × 10−10 Gy (FLUKA), 1.15 × 10−10 Gy (Geant4).
I Fluence: 0.146 n/cm2 .
I Assume collision rate of 106 Hz 1 , run 6 month per year:
I Dose: 6.3 kGy per yr.
I Fluence: 2.3 × 1012 n/cm2 per yr.
1

Discussions with A. Lechner from EN-STI-BMI: estimated maximum collision rate of 109 Hz at position of BGV demonstrator (due to magnets downstream).
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